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About This Game

Hungry flame is an action packed, vibrant game. The main goal is saving yourself from the flame that is chasing you.
You are the only one who decides which path to take. Get ready for the fast paced environment and avoid getting terminated by

the flame. Use your agility to break through different obstacles. Destroy your foes and use the environment in your favor.

Features:
- Fast paced

- Numerous, interesting levels
- Different enemy types

- Unique obstacles and game mechanics
- Delightful and challenging
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2017
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hungry flames scg. hungry flame steam. flames hungry house. hungry jacks flame grilled. hungry jacks flame grilled bacon
deluxe. hungry flame badge. hungry jacks flame grilled chicken burger. hungry jacks flame grilled chicken. hungry jacks flame
grilled whopper. hungry flames. hunger flames food truck. a hungry little flame rift. hungry jacks flame grilled chicken burger
calories

Nice little escape room style game. Some good puzzles. Meet your death straight on.
Slay as many foes as you can.
Who will be left standing.. Amazing game. Honestly there is not very much to talk about it other than it is a very unique and
amazing game.
The only cons is that the enemy critical is way to strong sometimes but you mostly have the advatage.
Other than that the game is really good it has amazing humor, great story, awesome gameplay combats, (A cat quest), great
sounds, etc.

. horrible, I couldn't even play the first level. This is by far the most challenging Tycoon/Dev game i've ever played.
Addictive/Fun(if you like a challenge)/Frustrating.

there very easy/easy/normal i play all games on normal and omg rough as hell took me 41 hours multipul restarts to make my
first mil (personal goal) lmao. Game is rough, but as mentioned above addicting.

It's different from the other game dev type games, Specially the challenge part of it. Well worth 10$, And from what I've read
the dev plans to add more to the game.. Decent game, albeit a little easy and monotonous. Worth the money, but not by much.
Didn't really have as much fun on it as I would have liked, but for a $1, you can't really complain.. If you love / loved old school
dungeon crawler games, then this is right up your alley.
Simple controls, lots of equipment to find, multiple classes to choose from, loads of secrets to uncover and a fair bit of
achievements to unlock.
If you want to get everything, you will need to play through the game at least twice. That's not a bad thing; the game is relatively
short (about 4 hours).
Still, Heroes of the Monkey Tavern has replay value and beating hard mode might give you a run for your money if you don't
have the 'ideal party'.
This is an excellent game in the dungeon crawler genre, both for veterans and newcomers.
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Great classic fantasy runner. 10 out of 10 for this timekiller!. A very nice documentary about the history of Atari, with the
major selling point being the impressive number of Atari veterans interviewed. Many of the stories reviewed here have been
covered in books about early video game history as well, but the real advantage World 1-1 has is letting us see these stories told
by the actual creators who lived them. This alone makes the film a unique and valuable account of the early days of video
games. Some archival video footage and photographs, though limited, also help the viewer to imagine the atmosphere of the
time.
It's important to note that the film is almost exclusively about the history of Atari. That's fine, but it's a little misleading that
Ralph Baer is pictured right there in the store banner when the man himself is relegated to little more than a footnote. There is
also a good portion on the birth of Activision, though, which is quite natural considering that Activision was started by former
Atari employees.
The movie doesn't do as good a job as it could introducting its interviewees. For the most part, you have to figure out who each
person is from the stories that they tell. This may have been intentional, as there are a few "aha" moments where an interviewee
casually reveals the title of the game they are most famously remembered for. Still, a little more exposition on who these people
are would have been nice.
But all in all, the story of Atari is fascinating, and makes for a fascinating documentary. You'll definitely get more out of it the
more familiar you already are with the relevant history, though - or if you view it after reading through the Atari chapters of a
good written account (like, say, Steven Kent's Ultimate History of Video Games).. Choose your own ending? No, choose your
own literal story book and turn it up to 11. Is it epicly awesome beyond belief? No. It's normal, different, original and for all
ages. Is it worth it and should you take a risk on it? That is up to you and how much you like books you can re-read. I enjoyed it
& if you get it I hope you will also. But this isn't a game for everyone. As an adult I can't honestly recommend paying money for
the experence, nor believe children want to do that much reading. It's not bad, just not interseting enough. Probally best to watch
a youtube playthrough of it before you decide.. Nice enough software but it would be really beneficial to be able to set up
control points. Would pay extra for this but then again the full version is a bit on the steap price side again for a hobbyist.(Kinda
hobbit). Us guys that use this cheap version is probably the guys who needs this most since we most often neither have the
greater skills nor the photo equipment to take perfect shots from start. Hopes the softvare will evolve to contain more
controllable features regarding lining up photos. The coloring option for manual control points is already in the option menu
even though the feature is gone from steam version.. Chapter 3 was an absolute delight! Especially enjoyable when Chapters 1
was played immediately before. A romantic comedy where every decision makes a difference. I had to think-fast but was
nervous and second-guessing myself... kinda like real-life dating. Haha!. Just your Average Basic High school Style run of the
Mill VN haha what A good one at that The Mc character Hangs out with people he knows from School and spends His Average
daily life Chatting with them. Its Kinda short Routine He goes through School starts Class that is then Break to Talk too each of
the 5 Girls You can chat with some choices you can pick are 3 When enough Interaction time goes by it Increases to 5. When
The Interaction day is up Theres 25 I think Welll haha Look in title Hint Hint lol But hey in All Good VN Game nice Light
hearted and Relaxing ^^. this game plays like suikoden there is a dictator and people suffer from him you as solider desert his
arm and joined a resistance to overthrow him you will get a base and can upgrade your base you can find some people to join 10
party members more or less and get villages support to join the resistance then you invade and occupy towns 1 by 1 till you
invade the dictator...there is no interacting between the party members after they join and you cannot see them hanging around
your base...there is no war mini game like suikoden all the fights are like rpg maker fight but still this game is very nice i highly
recommend it for suikoden fans and for anyone want a nice relexing game there is no stress in this game
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